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Future Fundamental Physics
With 3D Weak Lensing:

Beyond the Standard Models of
Particle Physics and Gravity



 Beyond dark energy with 3D weak lensing

 Investigate the ability of 3D cosmic shear to 

 Constrain neutrino mass

 Distinguish General Relativity from Modified Gravity

 Use Fisher Matrix Formalism 

 Marginal Errors on Parameters

 Expected Evidence 
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3D Weak Lensing Primer
 3D cosmic shear Castro et al. (2005), Heavens et al. (2006), Kitching et al. (2007)

 Uses the redshift and shear information from every galaxy
 Characterises the entire 3D shear field using spherical harmonics
 No projection effects, can remove close galaxy pairs directly
 No need to correct for the effect of binning

 Sensitivity comes from
 Matter power spectrum - growth, broad band power, bao, non-linear correction 
 Angular Diameter Distance - lensing kernel

 Probes Geometry and Growth of Structure
 Been shown to be a particularly sensitive probe of dark energy

 Euclid - 20,000 sqdeg, zm=1, n0=35 per sqarcmin, σz(z)/(1+z)=0.03

 3D cosmic shear + Planck : FoM~480 Δwp~0.01



 Tomography 
 Bins in redshift 
 Can take the auto and cross correlation of the shear in each bin 

 3D Cosmic Shear
 Decompose into angular and radial modes 



 3D cosmic shear 
 A sensitive probe of dark energy equation of state

 Neutrinos have a distinctive effect on the matter power spectrum 

 Massive neutrinos 
 Departure from the standard model of particle physics

 Oscillation experiments (e.g. SNO, SuperKamiokand) have confirmed        
neutrinos have mass
 But can only measure mass differences

 Absolute mass scale is unknown 
 Non-Standard Higgs Reactions? Extra Dimensions? Un-renormaliable theories?
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Can 3D Cosmic Shear constrain neutrino mass?



 Cosmological Power Spectrum damped  
by massive neutrinos at small scales 
 Free streaming of neutrinos from over     

densities
 Sensitive to total neutrino mass and       

number
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Can 3D Cosmic Shear constrain neutrino mass?

 Numerical estimates for the effect on the power spectrum
 Need to take into account the degeneracy between neutrino damping  
  and dark energy (E&H, 99; Kiakotou et al., 2007)

 Consider a DUNE-type weak lensing experiment
 3D cosmic shear + CMB Planck constraints
 13 parameter cosmology Ωm, ΩX, σ8, h, ΩB, w0, wa, ns, αn, mν, Nν        
                              + r, τ for CMB



Marginal Error on Neutrino Mass
 Marginal errors: 

 If neutrinos are massive Euclid 3D cosmic shear could constrain 
Δmν~0.03 eV  ΔNν~0.30 [Agrees with Hannestad et al. (2006)]

 A factor of 4 improvement over Planck alone
 Comparable to redshift and Ly-α surveys 
 Only degrades dark energy FoM by maximum of 10%

 If neutrinos are not massive 3D cosmic shear could constrain   
           mν=0 to a  similar accuracy

 Primary Weak Lensing Systematics will degrade results by       
at most a factor of 2 (Kitching, Taylor, Heavens, 2008)

 Also investigate Bayesian evidence
 Joint expected evidence for mν and Nν  

Planck CMB
Euclid Lensing



Calculate Expected Evidence using the Fisher matrix

 Assume Gaussianity of Likelihood surfaces then 

 Evidence for a more complicated model containing n parameters 
over a simpler model of n' < n parameters

 No computational overhead. Allows very fast evidence predictions

 Question: What is error on the neutrino mass? 

 Question: What is the evidence that neutrinos have mass?



'Strong' evidence for massive neutrinos 

'Decisive' evidence if m > 0.25 eV or |N - 3| > 0.5 x

Improve on Planck by a factor of ~4

Planck alone Planck + Euclid 3D WL
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Multi-Dimensional Evidence

xx



Modified Gravity
 Use the Minimum Modified Gravity (Linder, 2005; Linder & Cahn, 2007)

 Should yield indictive results through a simple parameterisation

 γ ~ 0.56 equals GR
 γ ~ 0.67 equals DGP braneworld
 γ not= 0.56 means not GR

 Question: What is the evidence that gravity is modified?
 Consider a DUNE-type weak lensing experiment

 3D cosmic shear + CMB Planck constraints
 12 parameter cosmology Ωm, ΩX, σ8, h, ΩB, w0, wa, ns, αn, 
γ + r, τ for CMB



Modified Gravity

Euclid

Pan-STARRS
DES

Δγ<~0.02 marginalised



Conclusions
 The statistical power of a survey, designed to maximise   

the dark energy FoM, is so great that it will allow          
conclusive statements on non-standard physics to be made
 

 Using 3D weak lensing Euclid could provide
 percent level accuracy on dark energy, neutrino mass,          

modified gravity
 Dark Energy Δw ~ 0.01 

 Massive Neutrinos Δmν ~ 0.03 eV  ΔNν~0.30

 Modified Gravity Δγ ~ 0.02          

 decisive evidence for non-standard particle physics and gravity
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